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Chapter 1 : Head first into Kendo UI For Java Developers
Professional Java for Web Applications.. I've read that book cover to cover a few times and it's phenomenal for really
understanding Spring in the context of real world Applications (You build a customer support application).

In a typical coding interview, you will be given a problem statement to develop a vending machine and within
a limited time, usually, 2 to 3 hours you need to produce design document, working code and unit test in Java.
One of the key advantages of such Java interviews is that you can test many essential skills or a candidate in
one go. By the way, this kind of real world problem is also a good exercise to improve your object-oriented
analysis and design skills see here , which is very important if you want to become a good application
developer. By designing a vending machine in Java or any other object-oriented language, you not only learn
basics e. Encapsulation, Polymorphism or Inheritance but also learns subtle details of how to use an abstract
class and interface see here while solving a problem or designing an application. Usually, this kind of problem
also gives you an opportunity to utilize Java design patterns, as in this problem we will be using Factory
method pattern for creating different types of Vending Machine. I have talked about this question when I
shared 20 software design questions in Java here , and after that, I receive a lot of feedback to provide a
solution for that question. This two-part series of posts will provide a solution of Vending machine problem in
Java. By the way, this problem can be solved in a different way, and you should try to do that before looking
into the solution given here. Allow user to select products Coke 25 , Pepsi 35 , Soda 45 Allow user to take
refund by canceling the request. Return selected product and remaining change if any Allow reset operation
for vending machine supplier. The requirement statement is the most important part of the problem. You need
to read problem statement multiple times to get a high-level understanding of the problem and what are you
trying to solve. Usually, requirements are not very clear and you need to make a list of your own by reading
through problem statement. Unfortunately, there is not many book or course which teach you these skills, you
need to develop them by yourself by doing some real world work. Though, two of the book which helped me
to improve by object-oriented analysis and design skills are Head First Object Oriented Design and Analysis
1st edition by Brett D. Martin, one of my favorite author. I have read several books of him e. Clean Code,
Clean Coder and a book on software development using Agile. He is one of the best in teaching OOP concept.
This book has got a similar problem about designing a coffee machine. So, if you want to practice more or try
your object oriented design skill, you can refer to that problem. SoldOutExcepiton Vending Machine throws
this exception if the user request for a product which is sold out. How to design Vending Machine in Java
Here is the complete code of Vending Machine in Java, make sure to test this code, and let me know if you
face any issue. In this part, we have solved the problem by creating all the classes and writing all code, but
unit test and design document are still pending, which you will see in the second part of this article. If you
want you can try to run this problem by creating the Unit test, or maybe make it an application by using a
thread and then use a different thread to act as the user. Martin in the meantime.
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Chapter 2 : O'Reilly Media - Technology and Business Training
Will Suggest to learn Spring from this course - This course covers the LATEST VERSIONS of Spring 5 and Hibernate 5!
Build a complete Spring MVC + Hibernate CRUD web app all from scratch!

These getters and setters are simply methods that will get and set the value of a specific property. Select all the
private variables. Now your class should look like this: Switch back to the EmployeeRepository class. Add a
method to listEmployeees which will return a collection of employee model objects. You will need to import
several classes so pay attention to the import statements at the top. Note that if you are working on an
application of larger scale in Java, many developers will choose some sort of ORM framework to keep SQL
out of their Java code. For the sake of simplicity in explanation, only prepared statements are used here.
Delivering data over the web Now that we are able to actually get the data out of the database, we need to be
able to "expose" the data on the web. This will be done with a Servlet. Java Servlets allow you to respond to
HTTP requests made from the web and determine what is returned. If you recall, the constructor that we
created for the EmployeeRepository takes in the path the the SQLite database. We need to just override it and
new up the repository class there. We then write that result to the response stream and set our return content
type to JSON. If you browse to this url, you should see the employees from the database returned as JSON. In
my case, this url is http: Once that is done, we can use the special kendo html tags that will construct widgets.
The DataSource has a Transport configuration that will define endpoints. We also set the textField so that the
TreeView knows which field in the data to display. The TreeView shows the list of employees as a flat list.
Lazy loading hierarchical data We want to "lazy load" our TreeView. That is, we will show top level objects
and as the user drills down, we will make requests for the employees with the ManagerID of the employee that
was expanded in the TreeView. To do this, the TreeView needs two important pieces of information. The first
one is whether or not the current item has any children. The second is what field it should pass to the read
transport to get those children. We can accomplish that by selecting a count of their direct reports, and then
setting the model field to true if that count is greater than 0. If we expand his node, we see his direct reports. If
you inspect the network requests, you will see that the request for data is not made until the node is expanded,
giving us some nice "lazy loading" so that only the data we need is loaded from the server. Project source code
For now you can grab the source code for this on our GitHub repo. See you next week!
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Chapter 3 : 10 Free Java Programing Books for beginners - download, pdf and HTML | Java67
Hi, As far as i remember, i once mentioned that there was a plan to publish a Head First Spring and Hibernate book Any
news? I wish to see a book like this, i pay any price for such a book.

When I shared my collection of top 5 Java programming books , one of my readers asked me to share some
free Java books as well. Doing a quick search on the internet reveals lots of free books, resource, and tutorials
to learn Java. These books are an excellent resource for any Java beginners, as well as an experienced
programmer, and since they are free, it makes absolute sense to have a look on this before buying any other
book in Java. Though books like Effective Java or Java Concurrency in Practice are not free, they are worth of
every penny spent. A good book to learn Java8 absolutely free. Functional Programming by Richard
Warburton, and Java: The Legend by Ben Evans. All you need is an internet connection to download this
books on your computer, laptop, iPhone or android smartphone. Introducing Java 8 Download: If you will
follow examples given int his book, you will learn lambdas and Streams in real quick time. This book
discusses the difference between Object oriented and Functional programming. Since Java 8 is now support
some of the functional programming concepts e. Java technologist Richard Warburton, author of Java 8
Lambdas , discusses similarities between these programming paradigms and points out that both FP and OOP
are actually moving closer toward each another. Java has come a long way in last 20 years. It is no more the
fancy language of developers but it has now become the mainstream of any application development in the
world. The use of Java in Android has taken Java into even more larger domain This book will take you to
journey of Java programming language starting from very first version to the current Java 8 version. Docker
for Java Developers Author: If you have worked in Java development and production services you know that
how painful is to deploy a Java application. You have to deploy code, configuration, database changes, file
systems changes etc. Though this is the tried and tested approach and working well from a long time, it can be
improved. Microservices for Java Developers Author: Microservices is a new buzz word in Java world, touted
to replace huge, monolithic SOA applications with hundreds and thousands of micro web services. He outlines
both benefits and drawbacks of Microservices and explains to them how to implement them using popular
frameworks like DropWizard and Spring Boot. This free Java book is full of useful examples. Great book to
learn data structure and algorithm in Java programming language. Since data structure and algorithm are very
important for any Java programmer and quite a common topic in Java interview, it is an absolute must to have
a strong command in both. If you are preparing for Java job interviews then you can also take a look at some
of my favorite algorithm and data structures questions, it may help in your preparation. If you like to read
paperback edition, you can order it from Amazon as well. Java Application Development on Linux Author:
Carl Albing and Michael Schwarz Download: A perfect Java book, if you are developing or running Java
application on Linux environment, which is the case in most of the investment banks. You can download
entire books as PDF, along with all example programs. Carl Albing and Michael Schwarz has done an
excellent job to put everything needed to run and support a Java program in Linux environment including how
to start, stop, or kill Java process, checking logs with some handy useful UNIX commands. Paperback edition
of this book is also available here in Amazon. Core Servlets and Java Server Pages, teaches you basics of these
technologies. The good thing about this Java books is that source code and lecture notes are also available for
FREE download. If you like to read paper book then you can also purchase, paperback edition of this book
here If you like paperback edition, you can also purchase this books from amazon here. Paperback edition of
this Java book is also available for purchase on Amazon, here. This is the official Java tutorials from Oracle,
which explains different Java concepts in the form of short courses e. All tutorials are available online and you
can also download them for free as eBook, available in both. If you love paperback edition, you can also order
it from Amazon. By the way, these tutorials are really good quality and the great way to explore different
features of Java Programming language. Thinking in Java 3rd edition Author: Thinking in Java is a Jolt Award
winner and one of the classic books to learn Java programming. The third edition of this books is freely
available for download and you can download them as PDF format for the offline read. One more thing, first
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six chapters of Thinking in Java 4th edition is also available in PDF format for free download. I liked the
chapter on Linked Data structure and Recursion, which teaches some of the key programming concepts with
simple, non-trivial Java examples. You can also purchase paperback edition of this book on Amazon. Elliotte
Rusty Harold Download: XML is one of the most desirable skills along with Java. This Java book is a
comprehensive and up-to-date collection of various XML technology and how to use them with Java
programming language. You will learn about different XML parsers e. If your work involves, XML and Java,
then this is the book you should read. This Java book is freely available for online read, and you can buy a
paperback edition from any book store including Amazon. You can download it as PDF or read it online on
their site. It covers programming basics, object-oriented concepts, essential software development technique,
debugging etc. If you just started learning Java, give it a try. Paperback edition of this book is available on
Amazon here. By the way, nothing can substitute a paperback book, eBooks are good but not for continuous
reading.
Chapter 4 : Head First Spring : java
I am assuming you know the syntax and you can read Java code (If not there are several books listed on other answers
like Head First Java, Thinking In Java, or tutorials from oracle). My personal favorite book from which I started was
Spring in Action by Craig Walls.

Chapter 5 : eBooks Download free Head First Java - eBooks Download free
We are about to hit our first steps towards the most popular application development framework for enterprise Java
applications. When Spring came out, it was a simpler, a light-weight alternative.

Chapter 6 : Head First Java, 2nd Edition [Book]
Head First Java delivers a highly interactive, multisensory learning experience that lets new programmers pick up the
fundamentals of the Java language quickly. Through mind-stretching exercises, memorable analogies, humorous
pictures, and casual language, Head First Java encourages readers to think like a Java programmer.

Chapter 7 : Top 5 free Java ebooks â€“ calendrierdelascience.com
For java web, I used Head First Servlet and JSP. For spring framework, I am looking for a highly recommended book .
For spring framework, I am looking for a highly recommended book . To self learners, a good book really helps a lot.

Chapter 8 : JavaRanch - A friendly Place for Java Greenhorns
Spring framework is an open source Java platform that provides comprehensive infrastructure support for developing
robust Java applications very easily and very rapidly. Spring framework was initially written by Rod Johnson and was
first released under the.

Chapter 9 : Head First Design Patterns pdf - O'Reilly | Code with C
Head First Java combines puzzles, strong visuals, mysteries, and soul-searching interviews with famous Java objects to
engage you in many different ways. It's fast, it's fun, and it's effective. It's fast, it's fun, and it's effective.
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